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Further arguments for the use of intermediate
complexity climate models:
In an opinion article, Isaac Held (Held, The gap between simulation and
understanding in climate modeling, BAMS, Nov 2005) argues:
1. “..., we try to simulate by capturing as much of the dynamics as we
can in comprehensive numerical models. On the other hand, we try to
understand by simplifying and capturing the essence of a phenomenon
in idealized models, ...”
2. “The health of climate theory/modeling in the coming decades is
threatened by a growing gap between high-end simulations and
idealized theoretical work. In order to fill this gap, research with a
hierarchy of models is needed.”
3. “..., the construction of such hierarchies must, I believe, be a central
goal of climate theory in the twenty-first century. There are no
alternatives if we want to understand the climate system and our
comprehensive models. Our understanding will be embedded within
these hierarchies.”

The anatomy of SPEEDY:
loop through ALL days

AGCM_MAIN
AGCM_1DAY

AGCM_INIT
INI_ATM

Coupler (see slide
after next)

Time integration (Next slide)

INI_COUPLER
LAND_MODEL_INIT
+ INI_LAND

SEA_MODEL_INIT
+ INI_SEA

initialize land model constants +
variables

initialize sea model constants +
variables

write restart data

FORDATE

STEPONE

set up forcing
fields for first time
step

do initial time-step;
initialize semiimplicit scheme

INIFFT

INDYNS

INPHYS

INBCON

INIRDF

INVARS

initialize ffts

initialize
coefficients +
spectral
operators

initialize
constants for
parametrizations

read topog. +
climatological
b.c.'s.

initialize
random forcing

initialize model
variables

RESTART
N.B. Not every SPEEDY subroutine is shown here. This
chart gives only the general structure of the model.

RESTART

read restart file if
requested

SETCTL +
SETGRD
create control files
for time-mean
outputs and open
output files

FORDATE +
DMFLUX
modify forcing
fields according to
date (providing
daily update) +
reset daily fluxes

STLOOP

DMOUT

write daily-mean
output

integrate the
AGCM for one
day calling postprocessing and
output routines

dynamical
core

open new output files
at start of a year

diagns

TMINC

TMOUT

leapfrog timestep;
horizontal diffusion

print/write diagnostic
of eddy K.E & temp.

time-averaging and
update time-mean
fields; postprocessing on
pressure levels

write time-mean
output of variables
and variances (if
requested)

SPTEND

IMPLIC

calc. of gridpoint
tendencies;
conversion to
spectral tendencies

calc. of spectral
tendencies

tendencies for
implicit gravity
wave model

calc. physical tendencies
and optional random
forcing

SETGRD

write monthlymean output

STEP

GRTEND

PHYPAR

TMOUT

SETRDF

run random
diabatic forcing

DMFLUX

routines in

spe_spectral.f
calc. spectral tendencies from
gridpoint tendencies

physical
parameterizations

store fluxes for
coupling and dailymean output

spe_spectral.f

CONVMF

LSCOND

phy_radiat.f

SUFLUX

VDISFC

calc. of gridpoint fields

deep
convection
mass flux
scheme

large-scale
condensation

clouds diag; shortwave &
longwave radiation

surface fluxes
and land skin
temperature

vertical diffusion
and shallow
convection

AGCM_TO_COUPLER

COUPLER_TO_AGCM

ATM2LAND

LAND2ATM

SEA2ATM

LAND_MODEL

SEA_MODEL

calculate land
surface
temperature and
fluxes needed by
land model

ATM2SEA

calculate SST and
fluxes needed by
ocean and sea ice
models

run land model and
compute land surface
temperature for AGCM

integrating a slab landsurface model for one
day (in the standard
ver. 41)

run ocean and sea ice
models; compute sea
surface anomalies for AGCM

integrating slab ocean
and sea ice models for
one day (in the standard
ver. 41)

The physiology of SPEEDY:
1. Dynamical core—equations of motion in spectral form
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Yl m = Pl m (sin φ )eimλ .

The prognostic variables, are vorticity

ξ = ∇ 2ψ , divergence D = ∇ 2 χ ,

Temperature T and logarithm of surface pressure, ln(surface presssure).
N.B. For simplicity of presentation here, I will only use q to illustrate the method, to read more
details including meanings of symbols, see Bourke, 1974, A multi-level spectral model I.
formulation and hemispheric integrations, Monthly Weather Review, 102, pp.687-701.

Spectral Triangular Truncation
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Associated Legendre
Polynomial

Spectral tendencies for the expansion coefficients can be derived.
related to vorticity, see Eq.(28) in Bourke, 1974.
∂ψ lm
− l (l + 1)
= ...
∂t
related to divergence, see Eq.(29) in Bourke, 1974.
∂χ lm
− l (l + 1)
= ...
∂t
related to temperature, see Eq.(30) in Bourke, 1974.
∂Tl m
= ...
∂t
related to surface pressure, Eq.(31) in Bourke 1974, displayed in full
here.
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The coefficient
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z lm arises from a nonlinear term in the original equation for q
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which is evaluated in grid-point space and FFT at each latitude circle to
spectral space (obtaining zm). And calculating
m
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The timestepping is evaluated using the leap-frog and semi-implicit
schemes:

(

τ +1

qτ +1 = qτ −1 + 2Δtz + Δt D

τ −1

+D

)

τ +1

(the sub- and superscript m and l is implied). The solution for D

is obtained by Gaussian elimination (see Sect. 4 of Bourke, 1974).
N.B. See Bourke, 1974 (ref. above) and Sect. 4.5 and Appendix B of Washington and Parker,
2005, An Introduction to Three-Dimensional Climate Modeling, 2nd Ed, University Science Books.

Continuing... the physiology of SPEEDY:
2. Physical parameterizations.
Parameterizations are computed in grid-point space. To have an idea of how a
parameterization work, here only the convection scheme is described in detail.
For details of other schemes look at Appendix to ver. 41 available on the
SPEEDY webpage.
From the primitive variables, U, V, T, Q,
variables are calculated:

Φ and psurf additional diagnostics

saturation specific humidity: Q sat
relative humidity: RH
dry static energy: SE = c pT + Φ
moist static energy: MSE = SE + LcQ
saturation moist static energy: MSS = SE + Lc Q sat

a. Convection
An updraft of saturated and unstable air from the PBL to a top-of-convection (TCN)
level in middle or top of troposphere.
Compensating large-scale descending motion.
Entrainment into updraft occurs in lower troposphere above PBL. Detrainment only in
TCN level.

Conditions for activation:
1

sat
QN > Qthr = min(Qcnv , RH cnv , Qcnv
)

and, for 1<k<N-1,
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Now we have the necessary fluxes at N-h...
An entrainment flux is calculated
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Then fluxes at k-h are calculated:
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And hence going up all the half-levels until, and including, TCN-h (for
the diagram here TCN=2).

1
TCN-h
u

F2Q+ h

Since no detrainment is specified in the
‘intermediate’ layers, condensation is only
computed in the TCN layer. The
convective precipitation is the difference
between the upward moisture flux and
the downward saturated moisture flux:

TCN=2

F2m+ h Q2sat+ h

2+h

Pcnv = u F2Q+ h − F2m+ h Q2sat+ h
N.B. no fluxes are specified across
TCN-h

The net fluxes of moisture and energy into the TCN layer are modified as:

ΔF2Q = u F2Q+ h − d F2Q+ h − Pcnv
d SE
ΔF2SE = u F2SE
−
F2+ h − Lc Pcnv
+h

A net fluxe is converted into tendency of the respective variable according to
the method described in of sect. A.1 of Appendix to Molteni, 2003. The net
fluxes and thus tendencies for moisture and dry static energy can be
computed.

b. Other schemes (no less important but I don’t have time
to describe them in details here):
Large-scale condensation: Where relative humidity exceeds heigh-dependent
thresholds, specific humidity is relaxed (represents ‘raining’) to the corresponding
threshold on a 4hr timescale . The released latent heat is converted to dry static
energy.
Clouds: Cloud cover and thickness are diagnosed from relative and absolute
humidity.
Shortwave radiation: Two spectral bands. Reflected at cloud top and ‘earth’
surface. Cloud albedo is related to cloud cover. SW transmissivities of model
layers are functions of layer thickness, specific humidity.
Longwave radiation: Four spectral bands. One for atmospheric infrared window,
one for CO2 and two for water vapour.
Surface fluxes of momentum and energy: Defined by bulk aerodynamic formulas
with different exchange coefficients from land and sea.
Vertical diffusion: Redistribution of dry static energy and moisture between two
lowest layers in conditional instability. Water vapour diffusion. Diffusion of dry
static energy if lapse rate exceeds the dry adiabatic limit.

A summary of SPEEDY features
Spectral dynamical core
Truncation at T30 (~3.75x3.75 degrees)
8 vertical levels
Variables: Vor, Div, T, log(psurf) and Q
Physical parameterizations of
Convection (mass flux)
Large-scale condensation (RH criterion)
Clouds (diagnosed)
Short-wave radiation (two spectral bands)
Long-wave radiation (four spectral bands)
Surface fluxes of momentum and energy (bulk formulas)
Vertical diffusion
Land-temperature calculated in simple model of 1-m soil layer
Slab ocean option
New feature of version 41.5: Daily cycle of solar radiation

Fields of model climatology
(see http://users.ictp.it/~kucharsk/speedy-net.html)

Suggested further readings:
Washington and Parkinson, 2005, An Introduction to ThreeDimensional Climate Modeling, 2nd Ed, University Science Books.
Journal of Climate, Volume 19, Issue 11 (June 2006), A special issue
on CCSM3.

